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E-BookTime, LLC. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 200 pages. Dimensions: 8.6in. x
5.5in. x 0.6in.Mackenzie has taken on a new job as a nursing professor at a small community
college. Her plans - focus on the new job, be the best she could be, and help mold the finest nurses
to ever practice in the field. Lifes plans for Mackenzie - accept a job at a community college, meet a
lonely and physically challenged professor, romance the professor, and fall in love. Taylor sets his
sights on starting another school year. His plans - perform his duty as outlined in his contract, meet
with a few friends at lunch, go home and grade papers, and then head back the next day to start the
process all over again. all the while dodging a multitude of bodies in the hallways while
maneuvering his wheelchair through the crowd that unmercifully presses in upon him. Lifes plans
for Taylor - start another year of teaching, meet a kind-hearted woman who secretly wishes to
discover more than what she sees, romance the professor, and fall in love. Taylors legs paralyzed
and his heart frozen - it will take the love of a special woman...
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Very beneficial to all category of folks. We have study and that i am sure that i will planning to go through yet again again in the future. Its been printed in
an extremely straightforward way in fact it is just soon after i finished reading this pdf where actually changed me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Emmett Mann-- Emmett Mann

Comprehensive information! Its this sort of great go through. It really is rally interesting throgh studying time. I am just quickly can get a satisfaction of
looking at a created pdf.
-- Alexandra Weissnat-- Alexandra Weissnat
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